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The Human Side of POH

Proof of Hash is the first building block of AnuuTech Ltd. The future of AnuuTech holds 
a fully worked out modular blockchain network. We are starting with a piece of technology, 
PoH, that we believe has a place within the current market.

What PoH does is simple, protecting the integrity of data. It is unique in how it does so. 

There are two essential things you need to know about Proof of Hash. First of all, the primary 
purpose of PoH is that it’s a technology that provides integrity protection of your input. It 
takes your input information and, through several steps, creates a master hash in which the 
original state of your input resides. That means we have one master hash that applications 
will consult to check if something hasn’t been tampered with.

The second one is that Proof of Hash doesn’t care what you feed it. If it’s a document, an 
image, a transaction, an NFT, weblink … the type of input doesn’t matter. The process of PoH 
includes several validation transactions through different node layers and security checks, 
making it safe and invulnerable to attacks. Every step is documented in our technical 
whitepapers.

Using PoH as integration in businesses all over the world has significant advantages. You 
can, for example, integrate PoH into your NFT chain, protecting the ownership of every NFT 
even when a wallet gets hacked. Online notaries can use PoH to prove the legitimacy of the 
deed of a house, for example, and make the entire process of buying a property a virtual 
occasion. A company could integrate PoH into their emailing system for the security of their 
customers and employees. Emails with links can be PoH protected, meaning people can click 
the link without having to worry about it being tampered with or it is a phishing link. Outsiders 
can’t pose themselves as the CEO asking for something from the employees because an 
email is also a valid input for our PoH system. PoH brings an extra layer of possibilities into 
your business.

In short, PoH is an external process providing enhanced security and operability for your 
system, enabling expansions and opportunities to make your company grow by protecting 
the integrity of your data.

“A world of possibilities awaits you.” 
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All documents, reports and other incidental or derivative work or materials furnished here in remains the sole property 
of AnuuTech. None of the documents, reports and other incidental or derivative work or furnished materials shall be 
used by the reader without the express written consent of AnuuTech.
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